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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to focus on Electronic Auction which the main
strategy of government procurement which refers to procuring quality goods or
services in the amount of 2 million baht and above passed through internet system as
real-time online as complied with enforcement regulations by the Comptroller
General's Department of the Ministry of Finance. Thus, this will increase
transparency and effective policy on such procurement to become standard similar to
international. Nonetheless, the current Electronic Auction strategy is still imperfect
and that leads to the unfair competition as well.
It is found that Thailand still struggles to deal with fraud problems

concerning conspiracy in bids collusion in government procurement. In this regard,
although Thailand already enhances some measures on working with web based
applications via a single internet site by sealed bid auctions instead as the restriction.
In fact it's probably still operate wrongfully together with public and private sector
which intend to conspire on deterrent fair competition without concerning the law
anymore. Further, this type of problem is actually comes up with connecting physical
individual among them closely before time of bidding competition show. Therefore,
it is a lead to created heaven on severe problem is running on Thai government
procurement as initiation list needed to secure urgently.
It is recommended that it should be operated with a public show on the web

site of the Comptroller General's Department of the Ministry of Finance with the
object of disclosing transparency and effective government management including
with determined bidder needed to ask for approval to get a smart card issued by the
general department and along with needed to ask for approval to get digital signature
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also before participate in bidding competition begin and the last one is an individual
person shall be recognized to pay respect upon rule of the law with restrictively also.

